Strawberry Mango Bubble Tea

Bubble Tea - Cold, Creamy and Delicious- with Dairy

Ingredients
- 1 cup milk
- ¼ cup frozen strawberries
- ¼ cup frozen pieces mango
- ¼ cup Bursting Popping Boba

Instructions
- Blend milk, strawberries, and mango together.
- Add Bursting Popping Boba
- Stir into fruit and milk mixture.
- Pour into glass and serve with a fat straw.

For more recipes visit https://winnersdrinkmilk.com/

Getting started with Bubble Tea:
- Purchase large wrapped straws
- Purchase fruit filled pearls or purchase pearls that you can cook.
- Use frozen fruit just like smoothies
- Tea can be added for part of the fruit
- Adding the milk- it is reimbursable!